
New Patterns and
Creative Solutions Leading
to Sustainable Growth
Driven by Innovation



What is
LifeTime?

• a consortium of 18 partners,
supported by the community of
the LifeTime Initiative

A multidisciplinary and multinational initiative of
more than 60 research institutions

• To map, understand, and target cells for treatment during
disease in patients

• By developing and combining several disruptive
technologies: molecular and imaging methods to map
gene activity in individual cells during disease; artificial
intelligence to understand the data; novel patient-derived
disease models for developing personalized medicine
treatment

A Coordination & Support
Action (CSA), H2020



An Initiative for a New Research
Agenda

Coordinated by

Nikolaus Rajewsky
&
Geneviève Almouzni

Strongly supported by the two largest
research organisations   in Europe

18 Core Network Partners from 15 countries

Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine
Helmholtz Association
Institut Curie
French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS)
European Molecular Biology Laboratory
Aarhus University
Babraham Institute
Biomedical Research Foundation, Academy of Athens
Centre for Genomic Regulation
Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical Research (FMI)
Hubrecht Institute
Institute of Molecular Biotechnology
Karolinska University
Romanian Center for Systems Immunology
University of Milan
VIB-KU Leuven
Weizmann Institute, Israel
Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry of the Polish Academy of Sciences
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The Vision

• Map, understand, and target cells for treatment during disease in
patients

• Fundamentally transform our understanding of life and the practice of
medicine

• Advance our understanding and the treatment/early diagnosis of a wide
range of human diseases, including cancer, neurological diseases,
metabolic/ cardiovascular disorders, infectious diseases, chronic
diseases



A multi-disciplinary
effort

with key objectives

Technologies

• Enhance and combine single-cell multi-omics &
imaging technologies

• Bring together high-resolution medical data with
artificial intelligence and machine learning

• Develop personalised experimental disease models

Applications
• Revolutionise molecular profiling in health and disease
• Redefine diagnosis and pathology using 4D single-cell

models
• Set new standards for mechanism-based drug

discovery and disease management



Scientific Economic Societal

Transformed medical
systems

Early detection and disease
interception

Extended healthier lifetime

Public awareness & engaged
citizens

Novel guidelines for trust in
use of big data in the clinic

Increased European
Competitiveness

Stimulated innovation
ecosystems

Boost EU pharma and big data
industry

Growth of tech and service
SME sector

Healthcare cost savings

Breakthrough single cell tools and
technologies

Maximised use/reuse of knowledge
via Open Access

New key organoid disease models

Innovative machine learning for big
data handling

Consolidated and synergistic
research programmes in Europe

Research excellence through
nurtured talent

Sustained EU Leadership in
major research areas

The
Expected
Impact



Life Time will stimulate the innovation ecosystem and impact several major
sectors in the EU economy.

• Single-cell and sequencing technologies
- Nurturing innovation through boosting the dynamic European ecosystem

of companies with single-cell biology expertise, thereby closing the gap to
the US

• Data science/AI companies
- Linking molecular analysis at single-cell resolution to early detection and

interception of diseases through AI - at the SME level and in collaboration
with global players with large European operations

• Imaging
- Building on European leadership and commercial technology partnerships

to deliver further innovations in imaging technology

Economic



Europe is a pioneer in precision medicine. LifeTIme will strongly impact
diagnostic and pharmaceutical healthcare industries.

• Single-cell based diagnostics
- Engaging with SMEs to bring single-cell analysis for diagnostics to the

market

• Pharmaceutical industry
- Driving genomes-to-systems biology and medicine approaches
- Supporting the implementation of innovative technologies in toxicology

studies and improved patient stratification in clinical trials
- Setting new standards for mechanism-based drug discovery and disease

management

Economic



Industry Support



LifeTime has major implications for disease intervention, their early detection and
interception. LifeTime will seek to bring research developments to patients.

• Healthcare Industries & Regulatory Bodies
- Creating new frameworks for robust science-based pharmaceutical policies
- Making innovative early detection tools and novel therapies rapidly accessible to

patients

• Medicine & Patients
- Advancing early diagnosis and treatment
- Excelerating molecular-aided definitions of disease
- Preventing inappropriate treatment
- Enabling healthier aging, thereby improving quality of life
- Promoting savings in healthcare expenses and care costs for the elderly

Societal



• Establishing a framework to intensify dialogues with
citizens and patients

• Defining appropriate approaches for patient-public involvement within
LifeTime research

• Consulting citizens & patients for the selection of diseases

• Exploring the concerns, fears and ideas of patients and citizens feeding
into citizen and patient engagement projects

Citizen & Patient
Engagement



LifeTime Highlights

• Centres of Excellence
- Flexible innovation nodes
- Breaking boundaries between academia and industry
- Attracting international talent

• LifeTime Academy
- Comprehensive training for scientific and clinical staff,

educational programmes for general public

• Involvement of national funders and policy makers
- Creating synergies and avoiding redundancies by coordinating

strategies and technology innovation

• Engaging Citizens and Patients
- Public consultation
- Active participation of stakeholder organisations



In a Nutshell

A multinational and interdisciplinary consortium that brings together academia,
industry, the public, and policy makers in an open and integrative spirit.

1. MISSION: to map, understand and target cells for treatment during disease in patients

2. HOW: by developing and combining several disruptive technologies
(from cells to patient)

3. OUTCOME: to advance understanding and the treatment/early diagnosis of a wide range of diseases (including
cancer, neurological diseases, metabolic/cardiovascular disorders, infectious diseases, chronic diseases)
towards innovation and personalized medicine



Initiative for a
New Research
Agenda

A one-year, one-
million Euro

Coordination &
Support Action

strategic long-
term S&T
Roadmap

involvement of
industry

Responsible
Research &

Innovation (RRI)
strategies

active participation of
citizens and patients

open education and
training

programmes

Stakeholder engagement

unified vision and
implementation blueprint

Clear communication
plan

Effective
governance

scheme



Ensure transparency

Interact
efficiently

Strive for
excellence

Be flexibleDeliver impactful
and durable results

Take an open and
inclusive approach

Consider gender
issues

The Spirit



Ethical, Legal &
Societal Issues

Identify and prepare for the potential ethical, legal and societal issues
raised by the development of LifeTime technologies and research,
implicating

• data governance (data generation from human samples/primary
cells; data protection)

• technology application (hard and soft impacts on society,
inclusiveness across Europe)

• risks for medical applications of the relevant AI and algorithm
approaches (e.g. for diagnosis)



The LifeTime
Academy

• Develop a comprehensive training programme
encompassing novel interdisciplinary training                                                            concepts

• Design a core programme from natural and formal to social sciences supplemented by
areas such as technology transfer, ethics, research integrity, sex and gender in research

• Exploit and create synergies with existing initiatives across Europe


